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Christmas Crafts
Cookie Cutter Candles:

Using Beeswax wax sheet and a cookie cutter, cut shapes and layer on

top of each other twice, then lay a wick in the middle, and layer more

wax on top

Cookie Pail: 

Use a 3Kg tub, cleaned out. Wrap in burlap, and tie a festive ribbon

around the top. Fill with Buckwheat honey cookies, or your favourite

home recipe

Luminary:

Using Pure Forever Bee Beeswax, heat to 180* Celsius. Blow up a

balloon, and dip in wax in even coats, letting dry between layers, until

opaque. 
Lippy Balm Kits:

Using a Forever Bee Lippy Balm Kit, spend time as a family creating

gifts to give to family, friends or teachers. Give the gift of a lovingly

made homemade lippy balm

Face Masks:

Use an empty taureen jar. Mix together equal parts turmeric honey and

coconut oil, put in jar, and keep in cool place for up to two weeks!

Rolled Beeswax Candles:

Using a Forever Bee candle making kit, spend time as a family, create

Rolled beeswax candles of all colours and sizes, and use as a centre

piece or give to family and friends! 

Poured Beeswax Candles:

Melt Pure Forever Bee beeswax in a double boiler. Prepare Glass jar or

silicone mold with a wick centre in the middle. Pour liquid wax into

mold, use clothes pin or tape to keep wick standing upright

Candle Gift Bag:

Wrap homemade poured or rolled candles together in selephane bag,

and tie the top together with a festive bow



- Place Forever Bee beeswax sheet on cutting surface

- Cut out your preferred shape using cookie cutter, cutting

at least 4 of the same shape 

- Gently layer 2(or more) of the shapes on top of each

other with edges alligned

- Lay wick in the middle of the shape with at least 1/4

inch sticking out of the top

- Layer next two (or more) shape cut outs on top, with

edges aligned

- Once pieces are layered gently warm the wax with a

hairdryer, and push the sides together to hold the candles

form

Cookie Cutter Candles

Supplies
- Cookie cutter shapes

- Forever Bee Coloured wax sheets

- Wick

- Cutting surface

Directions



- Clean out your reusable Forever Bee 3kg pail

- Wrap sheet of burlap around pail, from bottom

to top

- Tightly tie ribbon around pail, keep burlap

from falling, with bow facing forward

- Fill pail with Buckwheat Honey cookies

(https://foreverbee.ca/blogs/buckwheat-

honey/buckwheat-honey-cookies) or your

favourite home recipe 

- Clean 3Kg honey pail

- Festive Ribbon

- Cookies

- Burlap

Supplies

Directions

3Kg Cookie Jar



- Pure Forever Bee BeesWax 

- Balloons

- Double Boiler

- Thermometer 

- Parchment paper

- Tray/cookie sheet

- Prep your balloons, fill half-way with water, making

sure they are not blown up too big or thin. The bottom

of the balloon will be the size of your luminary

- In double boiler, melt Beeswax until it reaches NO

HIGHER than 180* C

- Layer balloon in wax, setting on parchment lined tray

between each layer, waiting until completely dry

- Once wax layers are opaque, let dry and pop balloon

over the sink, gently peeling from inside of wax bowl

Supplies

Directions

Homemade Beeswax Luminary

Notes
For instruction video go to our Youtube channel: 

https://youtu.be/uWmSISS8rAM



- Forever Bee Lippy Balm kit which includes:

- 4oz Organic Apricot Kernel Oil

- 4oz Forever Bee Beeswax

- 4oz Crude, Raw, Organic Shea Butter

- 4 Bottles of Fragrances (Spearmint, Orange, Bubblegum

and Cherry) (might change based on availability)

- 4 Colours

- 1 Glass Eye Dropper

- 24 Lip Balm Tubes

- Instruction Leaflet

Supplies

Directions

Lippy Balm Kits

- Following instructions in your instruction leaflet, mix

ingredients

- Once ingredients are mixed in proper proportions,

pour into lippy balm tubes

- let set completely before adding lids

- once lids are added, use for yourself, or wrap in

festive ribbon and gift to family, friend, or teachers



- 1 teaspoon lemon juice

- 1 tablespoon Forever Bee Clover Honey

- 1 tablespoon natural Greek yoghurt

- Empty, cleaned 125mL Tureen Jar

- Combine ingredient thoroughly, once there are no

lumps, pour into clean, dry, Tureen jar.

- Wrap jar in coloured ribbon or burlap ribbon with

bow and gift to friends, family, or teachers. 

- Add a Forever Bee soap bar, and DIY Forever Bee

Lippy Balm for a DIY self-care gift

Supplies

Directions

Face Mask In Tureen Jar



- Coloured Forever Bee Beeswax sheets

- Wick 

- Flat cutting surface

- Straight edge ruler

- Hairdryer

- Or Forever Bee Candle Making Kit

- Choose which colour you'd like, then lay it flat 

- Cut wick to 8.5"

- Lay wick on the edge of the beeswax sheet

- Gently heat beeswax sheet, once malleable,

start to roll Beeswax around wick leaving 0.5" of

wick out of the top

- Roll keeping the edge of the sheet completely

straight

- Once finished, gently push the seam of the

wax to the rest of the candle to seal.

Supplies

Directions

Rolled Beeswax Candles



- Melt Bees wax until it reach NO HIGHER than 180* C

- Prep jars with wick, sticking 0.5" out of the top

- Pour wax into jar 

- Use tape or clothes pin to keep wick from falling in

- Wait for wax to set, then put in cellophane gift bag

- Tie ribbon to seal top of bag OR skip the bag and

ribbon and paint the outside of the jar with your family

- Keep as home or tree decorations, or gift to friends,

family, or teachers! 

- Pure Forever Bee BeesWax 

- Recycled jars

- Wick

- Cellophane gift bags

- Ribbon

- Paint (optional)

Supplies

Directions

Homemade Candle Gift Bags


